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Abstract:
Due to its ease of machining in the green state and outstanding mechanical properties, yttria stabilized zirconia (Y-TZP) has become a ceramic of choice for dental applications. The recent introduction of full contour zirconia restorations as well as dental abutments and implants has further extended its clinical use. While it is well established that Y-TZP is susceptible to low temperature degradation (LTD) in a humid environment, there are questions regarding the clinical relevance of LTD in the oral environment. We will review this important question, explore the role of the various phases on optical properties and mechanical performance of full contour zirconia ceramics, and assess current clinical perspectives on zirconia dental implants.

Learning Objectives
1. Understanding the relevance of low temperature degradation on the long term performance of zirconia ceramics
2. Understanding the role of the cubic phase on optical and mechanical properties of full contour zirconia ceramics
3. Review clinical perspectives on zirconia dental implants
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